History Lectures & Videos

Can It Happen Here: Law and (Dis)Order, Executive Power, and Deploying Federal Officers (2020)

A panel of two history faculty and one faculty member from the School of Law discuss the legal boundaries of executive power in its comparative historical context in light of the 2020 Black Lives Matter protests and the election season.

History Behind The Headlines: COVID-19 (2020)

A panel of History faculty provide various historical contexts around the COVID-19 pandemic - from the history of the AIDS crisis to the Great Depression - to show how the past can inform our present and future.
Nancy Bristow: Pandemic Then (and Now): COVID-19 through the Lens of the 1918 Influenza Crisis (2020)

Professor Nancy Bristow (University of Puget Sound) explores Americans’ differential experiences with the 1918 pandemic, highlighting insights this history offers as we face the complex challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.


Professor Sharla Fett (Occidental College) discusses the final decade of the transatlantic slave trade, and the experiences of recaptive African women seized by U.S. patrols from illegal slave ships who found themselves embarked on new and deadly journeys of forced migration to Liberia.

50th Anniversary of Earth Day, Jennifer Thomson: Gaia Has A Fever (2020)

In honor of the 50th anniversary of Earth Day, Professor Jennifer Thomson (Bucknell University) gave a talk untangling the history of oil corporations, climate justice, and environmental governance.
2012 History Lecture Series, Margaret O'Mara: Pivotal Tuesdays

- 1912: Bull Moosers, Socialists, and the Election that Changed America
- 1932: Hoover, FDR, and the New Deal Campaign
- 1968: The Fracturing of America
- 1992: New Economy, New Media, and the New World Order

Quintard Taylor: African American West, 1528-2000

- Part 1: Antebellum Slavery and Freedom, 1528-1865, Race and Liberty
- Part 2: To the Frontier, 1866-1900, Homesteaders, Cowboys and Buffalo
• Part 3: The Urban Frontier, 1875-1940, African Americans in Cities
• Part 4: World War II Era, 1941-1950, Migration and Transformation

2012 Alumni Lecture Series, George Behlmer: Interview

2011 Alumni Lecture Series, Bob Stacey: Interview

2010 Alumni Lecture Series, Carol Thomas: Interview

Jon Bridgman
Margaret O'Mara
- Media Space: Episode 3

- With Partnerships: Closing Remarks

- Now Urbanism Sawyer Seminar
• film+music+interaction

• Geek Wire: Margaret O'Mara and the Impact of the Tech Industry (Radio)

http://kiroradio.com/listen/9969988/

Quintard Taylor

• Quintard Taylor on Blackpast.Org
- Breakfast Group February general meeting with Dr. Quintard Taylor celebrating Black History Month

- Freedom's Frontier: Kansas and the Idea of African American Liberty, 1856-1877

- Lectures in History Preview: The Civil Rights Movement, C-SPAN

- BlackPast.org: To Understand the Present, You Must Enter the Past
• UWTV: Your Message, Our Medium

• Quintard Taylor On The Black Past

  http://www.mefeedia.com/watch/36072050

• C-SPAN

  http://www.c-span.org/search/?searchtype=All&query=quintard+taylor

---

John Toews:

• Thinking Historically about Thinking Historically: Identity Politics to Ethical Action:
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